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COSMETICS-IN-THEWAKE-OF-COVID19

COSMETICS-IN-THEWAKE-OF-COVID19
The pandemic is drastically altering our
approach to daily hygiene, personal
care and beauty routines, inspiring
product innovation and new at-home
rituals.
This report offers a deep dive into the
challenges and opportunities for the
beauty industry covering product
development and brand engagement
directives -the future, is here!

HOW THE BEAUTY UNIVERSE RESPONDED
CULTIVATING CARE CULTURE
Never has it been more imperative for brands to
act charitably, aid in the fight for common good
and link with the growing number of consumers
demanding that brands use their power for
positive change.
L’Oréal offered $720,000 to the Chinese Red Cross
Foundation for life-saving supplies and protective gear
for medical personnel, while Unilever has announced
it will contribute €100m ($108m) via global donations
of soap, sanitizer, bleach and food.

Smaller indie brands are equally stepping up. In the
US, Summer Fridays is gifting free Jet Lag masks to
healthcare professionals to relieve dryness and
irritation caused by protective medical face masks.

HOW THE BEAUTY UNIVERSE RESPONDED
SANITISING
In the US, Google searches for “hand sanitiser”
grew 275% since last year (Google, 2020) -sales
were up 470% yoy for March 2020. Beauty
brands are designing desirability & functionality
into hand sanitisers.
Cross-category brands are following in the
footsteps of luxury fashion giant LVMH and Scottish
brewery Brewdog in pivoting production towards
antibacterial hand gel to alleviate global shortages.
Beauty and personal care giants L’Oréal, Estée
Lauder, Coty and Mary Kay are dedicating
production facilities to manufacture sanitising
products for medical and emergency services
Small independent brands are also helping.

THE CONCLUSION
Now that we are getting used to the
new settings, people are thinking
increasingly about their beauty
regimen, : how to remain healthy,
keep up their self-confidence (and
appearance) and find new ways to
take care of themselves.
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This pandemic has spotlighted the importance of practicing good hygiene.
Forecasts suggest this trend will continue and the personal care
category will expand significantly.

We Will Do More at Home
Lifestyle publications such as Vogue and influencers such as London-based Estée Lalonde have been inundated by
requests from readers and viewers for content on at-home hacks for typical beauty services such as removing gel nail
polish, or color hair.
We Will Want More Comfort
The coronavirus has driven a newfound appreciation of comforting, calming, and uplifting beauty rituals and products.
The effect of this is going to be seen long after the virus has weakened its hold on the world.

1. ‘THE HYGIENE’

BOOSTED SANITISERS
High usage of hand sanitisers is driving demand for
products with a better sensorial and moisturising
profile. Answering this call, UK tan brand TanLuxe has developed Hand-Luxe, a rinse-free hand
sanitiser formulated with big hydration hitters:
hyaluronic acid, raspberry seed oil, aloe vera and
vitamin E.
CBD, the bad boy of beauty ingredients, is also a
moisturizing addition, as seen in US indie beauty
brand Pure Bloom’s new CBD Hand Sanitizer &
Moisturizing Spray, made with 80% certified
organic ethyl alcohol, vegetable-derived glycerin
and full-spectrum CBD.

THE PROBIOTIC
POTENTIAL
Dermatologists are seeing a rise in eczema, rashes,
and dermatitis caused by increased hand washing
with astringent products. As the skin’s delicate
microbiome is compromised, pre/pro/postbiotics and
products regulating the microbiome and the skin
barrier will have a chance to shine.
US skin and personal care brand Dermalogica’s latest
launch is a key example of how biotics can cancel
out the drying effects of harsh cleansers. The Active
Clay Cleanser features kaolin clay and activated
carbon to deeply clean and tighten the skin, but
balancing prebiotics nourish the good skin bacteria
in the protective microbiome. The effect is purified
but nourished and luminous skin – a holy grail
combination brands should strive for in hand
cleansing and sanitising products.

BOOSTED CARE

Beyond probiotics, hand-specific care products such as
US brand Skin Republic’s Hand Repair Masks will
resonate. The glove-like masks contain a moisturising
serum formulated with collagen, shea butter, vitamin E
and 10 plant extracts to soothe and soften dry hands.
Similarly, as the threat of the virus decreases, consumers
will be looking to lessen the alcohol content of their
sanitisers and up the luxurious moisturising factor.
Products such as US perfumer Byredo’s fragrant RinseFree Hand Wash with 30% alcohol is a good stopgap
example.

BETTER PRODUCT
PRESERVATION
We are encouraged to better clean and sterilize the
surfaces in our living environments, and beauty
products, such as make-up compacts and brushes, and
jars that are exposed to the air upon opening, will be
scrutinized.

This new focus on cleanliness will drive sterilisation
initiatives. A good example is French brand L’Occitane’s
personalised Duolab skincare device, which cocktails
together a daily moisturising dose from individual
formula capsules that are clipped into it. Because the
product never touches the machine and the formulas
are encapsulated in airtight pods, the system offers
100% sterilisation.

2. ‘THE NEW FORM OF
SUSTAINABILITY
& THE SLOW BEAUTY PHENOMENON’

THE RAPID RISE OF SLOW BEAUTY
With concerns about the environment and the trend towards minimalism, consumers
are increasingly seeking a ‘less is more’ approach to beauty.
Multitasking products, curated edits and smart packaging appeal to those seeking
efficient and time-saving beauty and personal care routines.

THE ECO ANGLE:
EXCESSIVE CONSUMERISM IS
OUT OF FASHION

“The ‘more is more’ approach is definitely over,”
“When a consumer is presented with six samples for every product bought, lots of
miniatures as a gift with purchase or a list of ‘essential’ steps to a skincare regimen, it
feels irresponsible and unnecessary.”

SIMPLIFIED SKINCARE

In response to minimalism and ‘skip-care’, new beauty
brands are prioritising quality over quantity by creating
tight product edits.
UK-based Tandem Skincare launched in 2019 with nine
“universal daily staples” and no plans to greatly expand
the range. The product line-up is designed to “free up
some shelf space” and includes a hero cleanser, two
treatment boosters (for brightness and clearing spots),
two moisturiser options (one lightweight, one richer),
one oil, one lip balm and one body moisturiser.

Consumers are finally wising up to the fact they’re
being marketed too many unnecessary steps that the
skin doesn't need. Adam Cruz, Founder, A.D.C. Beauty

MULTITASKING
PRODUCTS
Forget 2-in-1 products – a new bevy of brands are going
one step further and giving busy consumers formulas
that work in an endless number of ways.
Californian beauty and body brand Alleyoop is
designed for modern on-the-go consumers. Hero
products include the Pen Pal (an all-in-one black
eyeliner, brown eyeliner/brow pencil, highlighter and
lip liner), Tip Off (a set of make-up-remover-infused Qtips) and The Multitasker (a make-up sponge,
blush/contouring brush, brow tool and eyeshadow
brush in one tube).

I believe that the right one product can do the
role of 15.
Olivia Thorpe, Founder, Vanderohe

SLOW SOURCING
Borrowing ideas from the food industry, brands appealing
to conscious consumers focus on quality over quantity,
expert ingredient sourcing and small-batch production.

Sourcing-Focused Brands: High-end brands are setting
themselves apart by prioritizing the very best quality
ingredients.
Small-Batch Production: In the natural and organic
space, brands are touting exclusivity with restricted
production and limited-edition lines.
Stripped-Back Ingredient Lists: Some brands are
appealing to hard-pressed customers with simplified
ranges using minimal ingredients, while others are
offering single-ingredient products designed for
creativity and bespoke blends.

‘LESS IS MORE’
PACKAGING
Disruptive brands are creating innovative circular
packaging solutions, such as flight-ready refillable minis
and planet-positive biodegradable boxes.

Planet-Positive Packaging & refillable products
A new crop of beauty brands are taking sustainable
packaging a step further by creating solutions that
actually benefit the planet, not harm it. Also disruptive
brands are creating innovative circular packaging
solutions, such as flight-ready refillable minis and planetpositive biodegradable boxes.
The UK-based eco beauty company Lush has developed
a ‘carbon-positive’ Cork Pot that removes over 33 times
its weight in carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.

THE NEW BEAUTY
INFLUENCERS

Advocates that declutter their approach to beauty
and wellness via recommendations, mindful
practices, influencers that are fueling interest in
low-waste living and DIY hacks promoting
conscious consumption, will be on the spotlight.

3. ‘THE FUTURE OF
PERSONALISATION & TECH’

AI & AR DRIVING DISCOVERY
& PURCHASE
Artificial intelligence (AI) and augmented reality (AR)
technology have evolved dramatically over the last few
years, with great applications for personalized beauty
discovery and purchase. Exciting new projects are
enhancing the beauty service experience, increasing
visual engagement and pointing to the future of digitalprojection cosmetics.
Augmented Service: New developments in AR for 2020
are enhancing beauty services with personalization.
Wella Professional is installing smart mirrors in salons in
France and the UK offering real-time AR hair colour try
on, facial recognition that enables the retrieval of past
looks, and 360° video capture to view the hair from
every angle
Digital Make-Up: According to Michael Haddad, French
beauty giant L’Oréal’s US augmented beauty director,
the next step for AR beauty is digital-only make-up,
projected onto the face (from a screen or clip-on device)
in real time.

CONNECTED LIFESTYLE
PERSONALISATION
Expert technology is now looking outside the skin, and
taking a more holistic view of customized beauty,
taking into account everyday changing environments
and needs.
Data-Driven Skincare: In the UK, nine in 10 (87%)
women admit to feeling confused when making
skincare choices (Boots, 2017). To solve this issue,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology backed, startup Atolla Skin Lab launched its own data-fuelled
skincare subscription in August 2019. Once a month,
users log readings (such as skin moisture levels) into
an AI-powered app on their smartphones. Machine
learning then analyses the data to help the company
develop a personalised skincare routine for its
customers.
Protective Tech: By 2050, 68% of the world’s
population will be living in cities and potentially
exposed to greater levels of environmental pollution
than ever before (UN, 2018). New devices are
catering to consumer concerns around lifestyle
aggressors, such as environmental pollutants.

BLENDING OFFLINE
& ONLINE RETAIL
Consumers are walking into stores with a phone in their
hand and expect experiences that blend the benefits of
offline and online retail. Digital data and algorithmic
matching are enhancing the personalized beauty retail
experience, while e-tail personalization is benefiting from
tech that brings the in-store adviser online.
In-Store Algorithm: L’Oréal’s Shade Finder service
combines algorithmic data with in-store measurements
to help consumers find the perfect shade of foundation.
It does this with algorithmic data collected by scanning
the skin of 30,000 people in the US. After the customer’s
skin tone is measured (including undertone and
overtone) the algorithm matches the shade to one of
the existing shades in its data bank and the appropriate
product. “It’s hard to describe the skin tone of a person.
Now we have data, from diverse skin tones in the US, we
can give them a perfect match,” said Haddad.

BIOMARKER BEAUTY:
MICROBIOME & DNA
PERSONALISATION
Brands are investing in biomarker technology to prescribe
products based on DNA and hyper-accurate skin
diagnostics.
After interviewing 400 women in the US, Hello Ava found
that 73% could not describe their skin type, pointing to
the need for science-based personalization that minimizes
guesswork. Brands are investing in biomarker technology
to prescribe products based on DNA and hyper-accurate
skin diagnostics.
Skin Diagnostics: The next wave of personalization will be
more nuanced as computer vision becomes increasingly
accessible, allowing brands to zero in on the true state
and needs of customers’ skin. Philips is researching
hyperspectral imaging that can illuminate the skin with
thousands of wavelengths of light. Through this
technology, the brand can gather accurate readings of
water content, melanin, and sebum, and give more
detailed analysis of factors such as eyebags and pimples.

CGI INFLUENCERS
RISE UP
Brands are engaging with computer generated
influencers (CGI) / virtual influencers (VIs), who have
nearly three times the engagement rate of regular
influencers (Wersm, 2019). As a result, avatar brand
marketing is becoming mainstream, with brands
tapping into VIs to promote their products.
German CGI model Noonouri is a great example. In a
July 2018 campaign for Dior Beauty, she showcased
the Diorshow Pump ‘N’ Volume Waterproof mascara
on Instagram, receiving around 116k views; while her
October 2019 Jil Sander Parfums campaign garnered
almost 9k likes.

4. ‘THE NEW UNIVERSE OF
WELLBEING’

THE NEW WELLBEING PROVIDES
PHYSICAL AND EMOTIONAL RELIEF
Increasingly polluted environments, unbalanced lifestyles, stress and disruptive seasonal
changes, inspiring new products that cater to demand for wellbeing & sensorial qualities.

THE WELLBEING
BOOM
“Sensorial experiences will become much more
important post-Covid-19,”
As we increase our daily washing and cleansing habits,
beauty brands should shift from clinical necessity to
luxurious rituals of wellbeing.
New York-based healer Deborah Hanekamp, aka Mama
Medicine, has released a new book called Ritual
Baths at a prescient time, exploring how the healing
powers of water can be supercharged with natural
products such as crystals and herbs.
.

THE IMPORTANCE OF
STRESS RELIEF
Beauty and home products promising stress relief, such
as UK-based This Works’ Stress Check Breathe
In rollerball, and US-based Nue Co.’s new Functional
Fragrance Room Spray (formulated to relieve stress
upon inhalation) are get increased attention.
Net-A-Porter reported a 130% increase in candle sales
in the week commencing March 17 yoy (Net-A-Porter,
2020), giving lifestyle brands such as USbased Ban.do and its intention-based candles (Growth,
Joy, Gratitude, Positivity, Calm) more resonance during
the coronavirus pandemic.

SUPER SLEEP
Beauty sleep is another category seeing exciting
innovation, regarding fragrances, skincare, supplements
and sleep tools.
Beauty brands are boosting the power of a good
night's sleep by rolling out products that nourish
customers on the outside and the inside after dark.
Cult Beauty has an exclusive edit of night-time
skincare, supplements, remedies and accessories will
lull you into a restorative slumber (no sleeping pills
necessary).
To ensure a tranquil night, start within with DNA
Renewal’s {The Nox Blend}, scent the scene with 1001
Remedies’ {PurAir Purifying Spray} and ensure that you
don’t get disturbed with Slip’s {Pure Silk Sleep Mask}.

THE CULT OF CALMING
BEAUTY
The number of global consumers who claim to have
sensitive skin is on the rise. Increasingly polluted
environments, unbalanced lifestyles and disruptive
seasonal changes are wreaking havoc on the skin,
inspiring new products that cater to demand for calming
qualities.
Rebranding Sensitive: Normalizing and catering to skin
conditions and tackling negative connotations is now a
big beauty brand driver, especially for indie start-ups.
New US brand Tower28 develops non-toxic make-up
especially for red, inflamed, itchy, dry and allergy-prone
skin. The affordable products ($14-20) are approved by
the National Eczema Association, while the stylish
packaging forgoes the typically medicinal aesthetic of
most sensitivity-focused products.
Similarly, US skincare start-up Topicals will launch soon,
serving consumers with moderate to severe conditions
such as hyperpigmentation, rosacea and psoriasis who
feel underserved by the mainstream beauty market.

CALMING INGREDIENTS
FOCUS
The market for calming ingredients is growing, with a
particular focus on cica from Asia, and CBD.
Elsewhere, mushrooms are celebrated for their
soothing, moisturizing abilities, while ceramides are
increasingly being used in top sensitive skincare
launches.
The new super ingredients are:
• Cica
• Probiotics
• Ceramides
• Mushrooms
• Hemp/CBD

THE NEW OPPORTUNITIES
Give Purchases a Purpose
Give consumers a reason to feel good about buying your product by donating a portion of sales, time, or production capabilities to
causes that people care about.
Streamline Your Offering
In the age of minimalism, quality over quantity will reign more than ever. Scale back and produce smarter products, and customers
will reward your efforts in making their lives easier.
Maximise Storytelling Opportunities
Customers are more clued up than ever on ingredients, so always be transparent about what you use and why. Use marketing and
social media channels to inform and educate customers about your producers, sourcing and supply chain. Collaborate with ecoconscious influencers.
Offer Innovative Packaging Solutions
Instead of simply switching to recycled or recyclable packaging, look for alternative materials and potential refill options.
Communicate clearly about the steps you are taking, and the positive projects you’re working on.
Catering to Future Demand
More at-home products and services will resonate, while improved sanitation and preservation will be key. Brands will also shrewdly
cater to a distinct need for comforting beauty experiences.

C
.

THE BEAUTY PROJECTIONS
-MAKE-UP, SKINCARE & HAIR-

THE MAKE UP
PROJECTIONS
While the global facial makeup market is projected to
reach $13.27bn by 2026, sales
are stagnating as consumers
prioritize skincare. Brands are
ramping up new product
development to excite
consumers back to color
cosmetics with skincareboosted formulas, highperformance product, and
exciting colors and finishes.

1.LET THERE BE LIGHT
The trend for glowy, dewy, and sparkling
skin continues as consumers favor
creamy, youthful finishes over dry and
matte. Innovation in the highlighter,
metallic eye make-up and shimmerflecked lip product categories celebrates
pigmented and sheer light-reflective
formulas.
Hero Highlighters: The demand for light-reflective and
glow-inducing make-up is on the rise. Cream and balm
products (over powder) are the format of choice for
complexion enhancers.
Foils & Metals: Pigmented metallic and foil shadows are
also still exciting consumers, who value their bold
effects.
Sheer Shimmer: A soft, sheer shimmer is also coming
through in exciting new launches, pointing to a more
subtle approach to glitter and glow.

2.MAKE-UP/SKINCARE HYBRID INNOVATION
Consumers shifting their spend to skincare
cannibalizes make-up sales. In an era of
increased authenticity, make-up brands
can command attention with products
speaking a multi-functional language to
bridge the gap between make-up and
skincare.
Foundation Focus: In a saturated market, foundation
products boasting extra functionality are resonating.
Protection from the environment is a big trend.
Similarly, anti-ageing benefits are attractive to Gen X
consumers and above.
Super Concealers: Exciting new developments in the
concealer market show great innovation in boosted
formulas that defy the cakey, drying effects synonymous
with coverage product.
Lip Love: In the UK, sales of lip color with skincare
benefits increased 245% in the first six months of 2019
pointing to the growth potential for treatment lip makeup.

3.EASY APPLY: SWIPE & GO
Alongside hardworking formulas, any
product offering better, quicker, and
easier solutions to make-up’s big pain
points will spark consumer attention. In
2020, easy-apply products simplify
eyeshadow application, precise lip looks,
and make-up on-the-go.
On-the-Go Ease: While make-up application is currently
under lockdown conditions, portability will still resonate
when travel bans are lifted.
Precise Application: US-based Sigma Beauty is catering
to the frustration that comes with lipstick bullets that
round and lose their point with its Infinity Point
Lipstick. The tweaked teardrop bullet causes the lipstick
to always retain its initial pointed shape, making it easier
to perfect a precise edge quickly without a brush or lip
pencil.
Easy-on-the-Eye: The eyeshadow category is seeing
boosted new product development (NPD) as brands
work to make it easier for consumers to achieve
complex brush-applied eye looks in a quick swipe.

4.HARDWIRED FOR HARD WORK
Products that often disappoint (such as
mascaras) are being reformulated
thoughtfully, defying expectations and
winning consumer favor.
Longwear: Staying power is still a key performance
demand, with many new launches boasting day-long
wear
Lightweight Wonders: Rebuffing the idea that longwearing products are thick, cakey and heavy, innovative
new launches also mimic skin for a natural, barely-there
finish. Chanel Beauty wowed the industry by introducing
the 75% water-based tint Les Beiges Eau de
Teint complexion product to market.
Mascara Moment: Despite declining sales (see key stats),
there have been a number of mascara launches from big
brands that are shaking up the category and re-exciting
consumers.

5. SPOTLIGHTING SUSTAINABLE COLOUR
Natural and eco-friendly make-up has been
associated with low performance, odd
textures and a ‘hippie’ aesthetic that didn’t
appeal to true make-up fans. The tides are
turning in line with demand for more natural,
eco-friendly alternatives. Brands are using
clever formulation to prove that ‘clean’
doesn’t mean compromise.
Natural Innovations: “‘Natural’ is a big buzzword in many industries,
especially beauty – in terms of product ingredients as well as
consumers looking to achieve a more natural look. How make-up
responds to this movement will be key to its revival,” said Emma
Fishwick, Account Manager of Beauty at NPD UK.

Cutting Plastic: Luxury London department store Selfridges has
pledged to remove all plastic-based glitter cosmetics from its
shelves by 2021 – while Glossier has halted production of its Glitter
Gelée pots after complaints about their plastic content. New
biodegradable and plant-based glitters are proving eco alternatives
are viable.
Vegan Values: Social image-sharing platform Pinterest reported a
150% increase in searches for vegan lipstick in the 12 months from
December 2018 (Pinterest, 2019), pointing to the wider growth in
demand for vegan cosmetics (as outlined in The Vegan Beauty
Boom).

6.2020 COLOUR & FINISH TRENDS
Universally flattering nudes and divisive
cool tones speak to the most commercial
color trends for 2020, while sheer
translucence is soft and youthful, and
early noughties gloss returns with exciting
new wearable formulas and colors.
Universally Flattering Nudes: In an exercise of inclusivity,
and catering to the growing trend for natural make-up
looks, key launches are celebrating nude shades.
Translucent Naturality: Again catering to the wet and
creamy over dry finish trend, lots of exciting 2020
launches cater to soft naturality with translucent, sheer
textures.
Surprising Cool Tones: Divisive make-up colors, such as
pale blue and acidic green are popping up in cult brand
launches, playing into catwalk-inspired consumer
playfulness and experimentation.
Gloss: Gloss formats have changed dramatically since their
heyday. New products are formulated with a sleeker and
shinier effect that doesn’t leave lips feeling sticky and
gloopy.

THE SKINCARE
PROJECTIONS
US skincare sales rocketed 13% in
2018, while make-up sales rose by just
1% (NPD, 2019). New product
development is the main driver in this
booming category – from
supercharged formulas, to ‘multihyphenate’ beauty and targeted lip
treatments, along with clean beauty’s
‘make do and mend’ makeover, and
the rise of refills.

1.SUPERCHARGED FORMULAS
As the ‘skintellectual’ consumer movement
gathers momentum and expects greater
product efficiency, brands are upping the ante
– injecting skincare with super-concentrated
formulas of potent active ingredients. Singleuse ampoules and boosters deliver targeted
shots of treatment, while scientists are
creating advanced delivery systems that get to
work while we sleep.
Triple-X Formulas: High concentrations of potent active
ingredients offer transformative skincare results. US
brand Ole Henriksen’s Banana Bright Vitamin C Serum
contains 15% vitamin C – its highest concentration for daily
use – as well as 5% skin-smoothing PHAs and hyaluronic
acid.
Beauty Bootcamp: Single-use ampoules preserve active
ingredients and dispense precise doses. Luxury Hungarian
brand Omorovicza’s nine-day programme The
Cure revitalises stressed skin in three phases: Resurface &
Brighten, Remineralise & Revive, and Reconstruct &
Replenish. Meanwhile, sold in packs of seven glass vials,
German brand Dr Barbara Sturm’s Night Ampoules boost the
skin’s nightly renewal process with cotton thistle extract and
molecularly balanced hyaluronic acid.

1.SUPERCHARGED FORMULAS
Bespoke Boosters: Boosters supercharge regular skincare routines
with targeted formulas. Cult UK brand Votary’s Super Boost Night
Drops feature CBD isolate to rebalance sensitive skin, and can be
used undiluted or with face cream.
Supernature Heroes: US-based luxury clean brand Tata Harper has
launched a new high-performance range, Supernaturals 2.0. The
result of three years of green technology development, the line
comprises three sets of complementary duos and 155 potent active
ingredients..
Ingredient-Led Focus: “Sales of ingredient-led skincare lines at Boots
have increased by 109% since the beginning of 2019,” Joanna
Rogers, trading director and vice-president of beauty at British
pharmacy-led beauty retailer Boots. This inspired the retailer to
launch its own single Ingredients line.
Energising Electrolytes: Associated with sports energy
drinks, electrolytes boost skin-cell energy and regulate water levels.
US clean beauty brand Drunk Elephant’s F-Balm Electrolyte
Waterfall is a cooling overnight mask that rehydrates parched skin
with sodium PCA and tiny, bursting beads of emollient vitamin F.
The Science of Sleep: Advanced micro-delivery systems enable
potent active ingredients to penetrate the skin while we sleep.
Designed by Scottish Nobel-Prize-winning chemist Fraser Stoddart,
US brand Noble Panacea’s patented Organic Molecular Vessel
technology is developed from biodegradable carbohydrate and salt,
with each vessel 10,000 times smaller than a skin cell.

2.THE NEW MULTITASKING MUST-HAVES
From game-changing, scientifically advanced
technology to an aromatherapy revival, a new
breed of quietly efficient products are shaking up
the skincare market and simplifying routines.
Driven by consumer minimalism, traditional
multiple-product skincare collections look set to
become a thing of the past.
Sensorial Scented Sleep: Brands are injecting aromatherapy into
skincare as an additional function, helping products stand out in
an overcrowded market. “It’s aromatherapy 2.0 or inhalable
beauty,” says Alexia Inge, co-founder of UK e-tailer Cult Beauty.
“Scent triggers something in the mind; it gets people coming
back and they don’t necessarily know why.”
Simplifying Suncare: Continuing 2019’s ‘Skinification’ of Suncare,
next-gen SPF products feature multiple benefits. US
brand Clinique’s forthcoming Superdefense SPF 40 Fatigue+ 1st
Signs Of Age Multi-Correcting Gel boasts brightening caffeine,
collagen-boosting creatine, free-radical-fighting vitamins C and E,
and glow-inducing pearl extracts.
Portioned Packaging: Dual-chamber packaging allows for multiple
targeted formulas while minimising shelf space. Clinique’s
mature-skin-specific Clinical MD Multi-Dimensional Age
Transformer Duo features a contouring Resculpt gel-cream and
plumping Revolumize cream in one jar.

2.THE NEW MULTITASKING MUST-HAVES
Multi-Hyphenate Energy: “Multi-hyphenate beauty is
multifunction based on technology - It’s hyper-kinetic,
bringing real energy to skincare products.”
Fashionable Faces, Serious Skincare: Fashion brands are
diversifying into skincare – 2019 saw high-profile launches
from US designers Tom Ford and Marc Jacobs. But most
hyped is British designer Victoria Beckham’s shrewd
partnership with German scientist Augustinus Bader. They
recently launched The Cell Rejuvenating Power Serum – a
pollution-busting, restorative treatment packed with active
molecules and biopeptides.
‘Cream Skin’ Hybrids: K-Beauty’s latest craze is ‘cream skin’ –
a satiny complexion achieved with a single hybrid product,
not a 10-step routine. Combining the lightweight, softening
abilities of a toner with the hydration of a cream, South
Korean brand Laneige’s Cream Skin Toner and Moisturiser is
this category’s hero product. A milk-to-liquid formula packed
with glycerin, meadowfoam seed oil and amino acids, the
product is pressed into the face using fingers or soaked
cotton wool pads.

3.CLEAN BEAUTY’S CLEAN-UP
Brands are winning back consumer trust
regarding dubious ‘clean beauty’ claims
thanks to blockchain models and social
enterprise initiatives. Skincare is being
given a ‘make do and mend’ makeover, as
brands get creative with food waste, and
refills take precedence over single-use
recycled and biodegradable packaging.
Blockchain Beauty: Cult Beauty is helping consumers
navigate ‘greenwashing’ by working with blockchain
platform Provenance. Customers can access verified
information regarding 20 brands’ supply chains, ethics
and environmental impact.
Socially Responsible Skincare: Social conscience breeds
consumer trust: 77% of US Gen Zers buy products
solely because they support the brand’s values
(DoSomething Strategic, 2019). UK skincare startup Faace's face masks tackle Period, Sweaty and Tired
complexions.

3.CLEAN BEAUTY’S CLEAN-UP
The Refill Conundrum: While hair and bodycare products
from eco brands like Faith in Nature (UK) and Ren (UK) are
available in refill stores and via Terracycle’s Loop, skincare
has more complex & unstable formulations that pose
problems for this model. Californian brand Bella Vida Santa
Barbara’s Zero Waste Refill Program rewards customers with
a 40% discount for posting back bottles and jars to be
sterilised and refilled.
Waste Not: British eco beauty brand Bybi’s superhydrating Night Nutrition cream features 70% upcycled byproducts from the juicing industry, including kale, lemon and
carrot proteins and cold-pressed broccoli seed oil. UK
brand UpCircle has added a cleansing balm, moisturiser and
mask made from discarded fruit stones to its repurposed
skincare portfolio.
The Resale Revolution: Following in fashion’s footsteps
(see Maximising the Resales Opportunity), online platforms
like Glambot (US) are pioneering beauty resale. Customers
submit new or lightly used cosmetics in exchange for cash or
store credit, and the products are professionally
sanitised and sold online.
Safer Seas: ‘Reef-safe’ was a trending searched skincare
claim in 2019, up 83% on the previous year (Spate, 2019).
Tapping into Beauty’s CBD Rush, US brand Black
Pearl CBD’s SPF 30+ sunscreen formula omits traditional
sunscreen ingredients like oxybenzone and octinoxate,
which can bleach and damage coral reefs.

4.REINVENTING RESURFACING: IRL FACE
FILTERS
The rise of skin-perfecting Instagram filters is
fuelling consumer demand for real-life, flawless
skin. But an accompanying rise in pollutionsensitised skin means that gentle skin-refining
fruit enzymes, toners, pore powders and retinol
are replacing traditionally harsh scrubs and peels.
Exfoliating Enzymes: Iraqi/US beauty phenomenon Huda Kattan’s
debut product from her Wishful skincare line, Yo Glow Enzyme,
became the bestselling product on Boots.com.The milky formula
features pineapple and papaya enzymes, BHAs and AHAs to gently
exfoliate dead skin cells, reduce dark spots and increase skin
radiance.
Risk-Free Retinol: One of the most revered (and feared)
ingredients in the beauty industry, retinol – aka vitamin A –
exfoliates skin and boosts skin renewal. However, it can also cause
redness, dryness and flaky skin, which scares many consumers off.

Perfecting Pores: Innovative formulas and textures are tackling
problem pores. French brand Clarins' Gen Z offshoot My
Clarins includes the two-in-one Clear-Out Blackhead Expert,
featuring a T-zone exfoliating stick with moringa extract, and a
purifying green clay mask..
Toner Revival: A somewhat forgotten skincare category, toners
remove dead skin cells as well as balance skin pH levels.

5.LIP LOCKDOWN: TARGETED TREATMENTS
Traditionally better served by colour cosmetics, new
products that exfoliate, hydrate and protect lips are
fuelling the burgeoning lipcare category. The global
lipcare products market was valued at $1.94bn in
2018, and is projected to reach $2.51bn by 2024
(Research and Markets, 2019).
Sugar Scrubs: “Full of millions of nerve endings and much thinner and
more delicate than the rest of our skin, lips are one of the most
sensitive parts of our bodies,” says UK start-up Tinker Taylor. The
brainchild of British make-up artist Zoë Taylor, The Lip Kit is a three-step
sugar scrub, oil and balm sequence for polished and hydrated lips.
Hydrating Oils: Famous for its use of waxy sheep-derived lanolin,
Australian brand Lano's Lip Water is a lightweight fluid with hyaluronic
acid, glycerin, peppermint oil and holographic shimmer. Japanese line
Shiro's Essence Lip Oil’s vibrant yellow formula goes on clear,
comprising shea butter, jojoba and squalene.
Natural Enhancement: The global lip augmentation market is forecast
to grow 10.5% by 2023. Offering a safe alternative to injectables, British
skincare expert Lisa Franklin’s Pro-Effect Lip FX plumps, moisturizes,
tightens and boosts natural lip color with a blend of antioxidants,
vitamins and minerals, including kiss-me-quick extract.

6.2020 INGREDIENTS HOTLIST
Sensitive skin-soothing ingredients – namely cica,
mushrooms and turmeric – will dominate 2020.
Meadowfoam seed oil and niacinamide are the darlings
of the hydration category, while pineapple enzymes and
acids offer gentle exfoliation, and the holistic probiotics
category gathers pace.
Niacinamide: A form of vitamin B3, niacinamide is a skincare all-rounder –
boosting hydration, regulating oil production, fading hyperpigmentation,
and protecting against environmental stressors.
Probiotics: Google searches for ‘microbiome’ increased by 110%, with
‘inside out’ probiotic development largely aimed at millennials.
Cica: A popular K-Beauty ingredient, cica is a soothing and healing herb used
in stress- and pollution-busting skincare.
Mushrooms: Mushroom extracts offer anti-inflammatory, moisture-retaining
and cellular-rejuvenating benefits.
Turmeric: Traditionally used in Ayurvedic medicine, its anti-inflammatory,
antibacterial and antioxidant properties can combat acne.
Meadowfoam: A flowering plant native to California and Oregon,
meadowfoam seed oil is high in antioxidants and fatty acids, allowing for
efficient product absorption and hydration.

Pineapple: Pineapple contains bromelain, an inflammation-busting, skinexfoliating enzyme mix.
Vegan Milk: A booming food & beverage trend, plant-based milks are
infiltrating skincare.

THE HAIRCARE
PROJECTIONS
Haircare brands continue to learn
from skincare, with advanced
ingredient and formula
developments for 2020.
Elsewhere, the color category gets
a boost, sustainability becomes a
big buzzword, and lifestyle drivers
further the global haircare market
– which is forecast to reach
$211.1bn by 2025.

1.THE SKINFICATION OF HAIRCARE
With bold new innovation in ingredient and
formula development, haircare brands are
looking at the skincare market for inspiration.
Trending formats such as serums and boosters
are diversifying hair products, while targeted
scalp care contributes a sizeable chunk of
exciting new launches.
Super-Serums: On average, ‘hair serum’ was searched online
40,900 times in the US every month, and has seen interest
grow more than 53.9% since 2019 (Spate, 2020). This is good
news for brands bringing lightweight, but hard-working serums
into the haircare lexicon.
Beauty Boosters: As we explore in Skincare Projections, booster
products supercharge regular routines with targeted formulas.
In haircare, boosters customize or enhance the typical cycle of
cleanse, condition and rinse.
Scalp Health Focus: Arguably the biggest category within this
trend is scalp-targeted treatments and care products, thanks to
growing consumer understanding of the correlation between
scalp and hair health. Over half (54%) of Brazilian consumers
are worried about the health of their scalp (Mintel, 2019) – and
it’s no longer just about dandruff.

2.LIFESTYLE-DEMAND FOCUS
Where new product development has typically
been based on hair types and their needs (such as
dry, oily, combination), shrewd new launches are
steering towards targeting lifestyle practices and
demands. Detoxification and improved hydration
are body-wellbeing rituals consumers now want to
adopt for their hair, while ‘in-between washes’
drives newness.
Follicular Detox: Detoxifying claims on haircare products are
growing, contributing to the wider wellbeing economy where
skin and body detoxes are already established practices. The
three-step Clarifying Shampoo, Repair Mask and Sealing Spray
system replenishes dry, stressed hair to its optimal balanced
state in preparation for styling.
Healing Moisture: As with detoxing, more products are catering
to ‘thirsty hair’, with hydration and moisturization as the key
benefits.
Betting on In-Betweeners: “Hair health is paramount for
women, impacting haircare behaviors through a reduction in
frequency of washing and styling hair,” said Roshida Khanom,
associate director of beauty & personal care at global market
intelligence agency Mintel. These ‘in-betweeners’ are looking
for products to prolong their style between washes.

3.THE ‘REPAIR & PROTECT’ ROLE
Products claiming to repair and protect will resonate
in 2020 and beyond, as more consumers wise up to
the damaging effects of pollution and sun exposure.
Elsewhere, thinning and hair loss become
mainstream concerns, while enhancing curls and
coils through reparative care sees rising demand.
Helping Hand for Hair Loss: Google searches for 'causes of hair
loss in women' is up 82% year on year (Google, 2019). Once a
fringe product for men, thinning and hair loss are now
mainstream concerns for all genders.
Environmental Damage Repair: While UV damage is a well-known
concept in haircare, new research from Korea in 2019 confirms
brand claims that pollution is also linked to hair damage and
loss. Brands are increasing their protective and reparative
product profiles.
Keeping Curls & Coils: About 80% of women with curly and coily
hair purchase products designed specifically for textured hair
(NaturallyCurly, 2018) – which is great news for brands catering
to this specific, but sizable target group.

4.SUSTAINABLE INNOVATIONS
Water-free formulas, strong natural and ethical
brand values and multipurpose products are
contributing to sustainability in the haircare market
– a growing trend set to dominate in 2020 and
beyond in line with developments in other beauty
categories such as skincare.
Waterless Wonders: The waterless beauty market is growing,
thanks to consumer demand for more water-saving options
(see Water Warriors). Typical liquid haircare products, with their
high water content, are big eco offenders – and shrewd brands
are showing how going waterless is one of the most sustainable
moves to be made. Solid shampoo and conditioner bars are big
in 2020.
Sophisticated Natural & Ethical: Seventy-seven per cent of Gen Z
and millennial women in the US would switch to sustainable
products if they found one that offered the results they wanted
and needed, and 82% would switch to a natural product if they
found one with results comparable to a non-natural one
(Compose[d] Creative, 2019). New and established brands are
ramping up their natural, vegan, and cruelty-free offerings to
cater to this real demand.
Less is More: Multifunctionality is now a big buzzword in the
sustainability space as consumers opt to buy fewer, but harderworking products.

5.COLOR’S CREATIVE APPEAL
With consumers in lockdown and hair salons
closed, the focus has turned to hair dyes and
treatments, with an emphasis on at-home
maintenance solutions. Google searches in the US
for hair coloring products increased to more than
65,000 between February 16 and March 28 2020
(Spate, 2020).
Playful Temporary Colour: There was a 441% increase in
searches for “temporary hair dye” globally between March 922 (Google, 2020), while British hair colour brand Knight &
Wilson has seen sales rocket 1,200% since UK lockdown began
on March 23.
Tactile Touch-Ups: Google searches for ‘root touch up’ grew by
340.7% between February 16 and March 28 to reach 48,703
searches in the US, furthering the need for at-home fixers.
Greying Gracefully: Usage of at-home colourants among British
women aged 65 and over reduced from 36% in 2018 to just
27% in 2019 (Mintel, 2019). Older consumers are embracing
their natural greying process, and brands innovating with
product that helps them on this journey will attract a sizable
new consumer base.

6.2020 INGREDIENT SPOTLIGHT
The functional haircare category is being given a
boost in 2020 with sophisticated, luxurious and
holistic ingredient mixes. Brands are learning from
skincare and adopting key ingredients such as
hyaluronic acid and micellar water, while exotic
botanicals such as Egyptian blue lotus extract
provide charm & excitement.
The New Heroes: The ‘skinification’ of haircare continues, with
ingredients selected for their caring, balancing and superior
cleansing. US brand Grow Gorgeous harnesses the power of
super-moisturiser hyaluronic acid in its Hair Growth Serum
Intense, while both NY-based Carol’s Daughter and
P&G’s Head & Shoulders are betting on micellar technology for
its gentle but effective cleansing.
Exotic Ingredients: Foodie ingredients and exotic plant and
floral botanicals from far-flung places are also popping up in
haircare launches to add luxury and improved efficacy.
Ancient & Holistic: Wellness brands are reframing elements of
ancient wisdom and alternative medicine for a modern
audience. This trend is also making its way into haircare, via
ancient and holistic ingredients.

